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PREFACE

Before going into any detail of this material, it has

been the belief of the author that a forester, because he

has to know so many different lines of knowledge in compar

ison to individuals in other lines, should have some type

of "Handbook" to which he can refer in times of need. An

engineer, a physicist, a chemist, a doctor, a lawyer and most

of the professions seem to have some kind 01 rules they can

lay their hands on for immediate reference. Although forestry

is such a varied and ever-changing profession there are cer

tain principles which are basic to its operation. As things

stand now, the forester has to be surrounded by his own library

or one of large proportions to dig out what he is looking for.

If a forester had a brief summary of Land Survey, Recreation,

Timber Management, Forest Economics, Grazing, Mensuration,

Silvicuture, Personnel Management, Lumbering, Project Account

ing Principles and the like, he would be able to get a start

on his work instead of feeling lost at the beginning. With

this thought in mind this thesis was started. The author

hopes that maybe some day he may live to see some such organ

ization of material drawn up.

This text is not set up to present exhaustive studies

along a certain line of work —- study along a special line

can be found in the bibliography appendid to this thesis

but is aimed at the highlights of a few important phases of

grazing work every forester should know.

Respectfully submitted.
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INTRODUCTION

At first glance this subject of grazing would seem to

be a rather simple enterprise, but as our social system has

become more specialized and each unit depends upon the other

unit more and more, we can easily see that scientific treat

ment becomes greatly involved. Our many industries have be

come so interrelated that the crippling of one usually holds

back the other. The law of limiting factors is at work in

every part of this specialized social scheme. We are reminded

of the ancient tale of the fight between the different organs

of the body: Each one thought that the stomach had nothing

to do, so they all went on a strike. To their amazement they

found that the stomach was just as important as they were.

The same analogy applies to our range situation. When

those early settlers came across the plains, little did they

realize that this "grass-infested desert" would sometime

prove an intregal part of their ancestors' existence. With

the rapid utilization of our natural resources, the thriving

business world which we have built up to stand the "peak load"

has suffered considerably. In the last fe"T years we have all

come to the realization that there must be a pause, and these

natural resources must be placed on some basis which will

insure a certain amount of stability in the future. I speak

of the organic industries such as forestry, livestock manage

ment, the growing of crops and related industries. Taking

the life of the world in general, it is true that our social

system has evolved from the little single cell in the warm



ooze of the ages v/hen our earth was a steaming mass to a com

plex form of animal and plant life, but, the two basic things,

essentials of life, we have never been able to do away with,

are soil and water. All life is based on these two natural

resources; hence, it is rather important to formulate a method

of management for both essentials if man is to exist on his

present plane.

This may seem a little far afield for a forester whose

specialized job is the production of timber for the greatest

good to the greatest number over the longest period of time.

But even with his specialization he has so many factors which

he must consider and of which he must have a "talking" know

ledge that it will often pay him to have some written mater

ial on which he can lay his hands and in a few hours become

somewhat familiar with his subject.

To the average forester, grazing problems are just a

fuddle; in fact, the average forest school graduate knows

little or nothing about stock. Yet, if he receives an ap

pointment east of the Cascade Mountains, probably his first

job will have something to do with sheep or cattle allotments.

Hence, it is the object of this thesis to present in as brief

a form as possible and in such simple terms the major grazing

problems as they exist today. No detailed information is

amassed here because time has become one of our greatest limit

ing factors. One of the smartest men I ever knew gave me the

definition of an "educated" man. He said, "An educated man

is one who knows something about everything, can talk about

anything intelligently, and is a master in one or two specific
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sciences." With this objective in mind, this thesis was com

posed.

In the present set-up of our land policy, the raising of

crops and livestock go hand-in-hand. In Oregon the forests,

especially on the east side, play a Yer^ important part in the

life circle of range livestock. Stock are fed on the ranches

throughout the winter, let out on spring-fall range, which is

often grassland or sagebrush country, and then migrated to the

high forests in the summer. The United States Forest Service

plays an important part because it usually administers this

highland, summer range. And with the expansion of government

enterprises, more of the low "desert type" land has come un

der the direct care of the Forest Service. This same Forest

Service, with its wide experience on land usage, has not been

able to stay with timber management alone. As these new govern

ment agencies, such as the Taylor Grazing Administration, the

Soil Conservation Service, the Resettlement Administration

and others have come into existence, they have had to parallel

much of the Forest Service policy of land use. TTence, the

Service has been called on to cooperate end actually adminis

ter lands which in the past were never thought of as "Nation

al Forests." With these facts of expansion of government

agencies in mind, we can continue to build up our setting of

"Range Problems." As the actual management of forest land

has to do with soil and growing-stock, we can now add a third

member to our family and the picture becomes: soil, growing-
stock and forage.

This thesis has to do with the last "member," i. e. forage.



the basis of which is soil.

The first questions which arise are: What is the condit

ion of the range land? Why is it important in the management

of forest lana? What can be done to remedy any existing ad

verse conditions?

It might be said that when the Forest Service v.-as first

set up in 1905 that the policy was to eliminate all grazing

because it was thought that grazing and timber-growing were

two different phases of land management this has long

since been disproved, but just how to develop plans to satisfy

both interests has been a major undertaking. The range land

itself has deteriorated greatly on areas around the forests,

and, consequently, the demands on the forests have been great.

Before the Public Domain was withdrawn in 1953 and land placed

under the Taylor Grazing Administration, range land was free

and the "first come, first served" policy ruled. If one fel

low did not take his share, some one else would get there;

so naturally he took every bit of forage for himself. The

operators themselves were not to blame because they had to

do it to keep pace with the cut-rate operator who would beat

him to the grass. (The same principle applies to the timber

operator; so much timber must be dumped on the market to

free the burden of taration and overhead that the price is

kept,on the average, at a low figure.) Another reason why

private land has been depleted also is because much of this

land has not been worth fencing, and if an operator did not

get the forage every year on hla own land, someone would get

JZ,



it regardless of ownership. So one can see that as a result

these private ranges and the Public Domain have been "run

into the ground" for so many years that their carrying capac

ities have been reduced by over half. This condition has

meant such an added drain on forest resources that a point

of halt has been reached. The "limitless" range has come to

an end, and the government has stepped in. It is now a matter

of cooperation and of correlation of these different agencies,

all of which are definitely faced with these problems.

Now to sret back to the basic problem which caused all

the trouble. The primary factor for any natural resources

is the soil. The "free-for-all" land policy which our govern

ment employed in the years of its infancy has been the main

stumbling block along the way for any management plan. The

following principles are self explanatory:

1) The main idea was to get the land into private owner

ship. The result has been a "crazy-quilt" of land ownership,

making it practically impossible to administer.

2) The passages of submarginal lands into private own

ership lands which operators found it impossible to main

tain.

3) The encouragement of much dry farming on lands which

have uroved too non-productive to make a living from agri

cultural crops.

4) The passage into private ownership of water-rights

which control large areas of range land.

5) The taxation system and burdens placed on lands which

could not carry such a tax load.
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6) Finally, depletion so great that the cost and time

of restoration will be many times the cost that could have

been expended earlier to apply sound principles of manage

ment. Although we could break these problems down to very

minute details, we would only confuse ourselves. We must

boil things down and become concise enough to gain a clear

picture of the situation as it stands today.

In summarizing all these interesting details, we might

put forth the following problems and then present some of

the methods to follow in solving these problems. The major

range problems may be summarized as follows:

1. The range is badly depleted and must be brought back

to its original carrying capacity if stabilization of the

industry is to result.

2. Surveys must be made to determine the value and vege

tation on the land.

3. Studies on the correlated industries of timber-growing

and grazing must be applied.

4. Such natural factors as erosion and ecological stui ies

must be made and applied.

5. Biotic factors such as rodents, predatory animal con

trol and wild life management must be figured as part of the

range management plan.

6. Finally, we must get the range under management to

continue its use indefinitely.

7/ith these major problems in view, we can now look into

the different phases of range management which have been

/**



developed so far to meet these problems.

As was said in the beginning of this introduction, if the

average forester can gain a "talking" knowledge of the range

problems and the work done up to the present day on the form

ulation of range planning, this thesis has accomplished its

objective.
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Figure i . The present range set-up of the Forest Service
at a glance. The foreground shows the spring-fall range;
the background shows the forested area which acts as a
summer range. The adjustment and correlation of these two
types of ranges to fit into a range management plan is one
of the major problems of the Forest Service.
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RANGE IMPROVEMENT AND MANAGEMENT

As has been stated in the introduction, the range has

seriously deteriorated and the objective is to build plans

and improvements to bring that range back to its original

condition, and also maintain forage on it by sustained yield

methods. The following paragraphs attempt to give the main

factors of improvement and management.

The class of stock to allow on certain ranges is probab

ly the first point that might be considered. Cattle utilize

a grass range, and sheep are better adapted to a mixed grass-

and-weed range with browse upon it. Sheep can better utilize

a "rough country" range than cattle, which should be placed

on the rolling country, if possible. One of the main reasons

for this is that sheep are usually under the direct care of

a herder and can be pushed along; whereas, cattle are prone

to hang in draws and lowlands near to water.

Distribution of water is another factor because a sheep cm

go several days without water; whereas, cattle should have

water every two days at least. If the water is far apart,

probably sheep should be placed on the range before cattle

should. Insect pests often are very numerous on the higher

ranges, and, as cattle and horses are most succeptable, it is

often advisable to give sheep the areas near the snow lines.

If there are heavy concentrations of reproduction, especially

hardwoods such as aspen and alder, which should be protec

ted, sheep should be used at a minimum. Studies have shown

that cattle do little or no damage to conifer reproduction.
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Fi?£fe Z ' RanSf country is often rough and rugged such as
in 0,1**1hese nJtura.1 barriere serve as excellent boundaries
in making allotments.
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An exception to all rules is often feasible where there

are heavy concentrations of larkspur in the early summer.

As larkspur is not poisonous to sheep and is poisonous to

cattle, it is often good range management to run a band of

sheep through the infested area to clean up most of the lark

spur; then bring the cattle in with comparative safety. Of

course, concentrations of larkspur must be eradicated or

cattle kept apart from such concentrations.

One of the biggest problems of range in the National

Forests, and the cause of much bitterness between forest

agencies and stockmen, is the period to go on the forest and

the period of removal of stock from the forest. The stock

man is often want to go on the forest too early, and some

rules and regulations must be laid down to regulate move

ment onto the forests. The objective in any such method is

to find the date (or set of conditions) which shows this

"range readiness." "Range readiness," for lack of a better

term, might be defined as that time in the spring when the

range reaches the condition in which there is sufficient

forage to keep livestock in a thrifty condition and at the

same time cause no damage to the range land itself.

At first, this might seem like a "flip-the-coin affair, •
but by closer analysis one can tie the theory to a fairly

solid foundation. Such factors as altitude, air temperature ,
and precipitation serve as the environmental factors for

forage production. Since the date of forage production might
vary with the environment factors, an index of "range rsadi-
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ness," then, must be the height of the forage in question

or the presence of certain plants — these two concrete con

ditions acting as the resultant of the environmental factors

governing the site.

Extensive investigations on the height of the most pal

atable vegetation and those indicator plants have been made.

The grasses such as brome grasses, June grass, pescues, wheat-

grasses and needlegrass (which usually make up the major for

age on National Forest land) should be 6" to 8" high. The

weeds such as yarrow, dandelion, larkspur, wild sunflowers

and butter-weeds should be just about ready to blossom, and

the browse such as bitterbrush, willows, currants, service-

berry, snowberry and wild mahogany should be well leaved out

and the flower buds swollen and opening. The presence of

these plants in the above condition will give a close cri

terion as to the date of entrance to the forest. Vegetation
that is less than 4" or 5" high will not recover readily

from grazing as the summer season progresses; whereas, the
more mature vegetation is not harmed materially after it gets

established for the season. Also, the young vegetation is

"washy" and does not satisfy the animal's hunger, thus leav
ing him restless and in poor condition. Another point against
such early grazing is that the soil is invariably wet or very
high in moisture content, and animals trample the roots of

the plants badly; therefore, the soil becomes packed and, up
on drying, cakes badly.

Another method, an indirect one, of indicating "range
readiness" is by knowing when it is unready for use. Such
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early plants as spring beauties, buttercups, dogtooth lilies,
violets, waterleafs and other early spring plants are usually
indicators of insufficiently developed range.

The next important item is the closing of the grazing
season. This closing date is dependent upon the following
factors and their elasticity is evident: l) Proper util
ization (which means the leaving of 10 to 25>S of the forage),
2) father conditions and trampling of the wet soil, 3) Con
dition of the stock, 4) Availability of late fall and winter
feed elsewhere, and 5) The availability of water.

As one can readily see, these points demand an admin
istrative policy which is highly flexible, but in actual
practice, with so many different users, one can see the

griefs which might result. Eence, the policy has been to

find the average date of entrance on the forest and the aver
age closing date. Then the policy allows certain loopholes
so in the exceptional years these average dates can move for
ward or backward to meet environmental factors. In this way
a minimum of public friction is produced, except in those
exceptional years when standards must be forfeited to pro-
tect the range.

In Eastern Oregon most of the ranges are from 3000' to
7500' with an average yearly precipitation of between 20 -30"
of rain. The usual time of entrance is from June 1 to June
It, and the average date of removal is October 1to October
31. Extensions can be made to meet emergencies.

Anotable exception to these rules governing the actual
grazing on the forests are these new, low desert-like lands
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coming unde/ the administration of the Forest Service. The

policy must, of necessity, be altered. Also, the grasses

are smaller and of a different species than those -rowing

in the forests and do not reach 6" in height readily. Pro

bably the best indicator, then, is the presence of a few

flower stalks, fairly dry ground, and the absence of the ear
liest range plants.

Our first problem is how to manage cattle on the range
if it is a cattle range. After the class of stock is selected
for the range, the grazing period fixed and the carrying
capacity fixed (how one arrives at this carrying capacity will
be explained later), then control and distribution of stock
becomes the great problem. Cattle are prone to range in low
valleys and "drift." They are naturally la2y creatures and
usually must have some outside method introduced to force

them to go up on the hills and utilize the forage on rougher
land. To gain control right at the start, it is very de
sirable to have the forest boundary fenced. This misuse of

the forest range may be illustrated by the "on-and-off" permit
of grazing policy on the National Forests. The stock, say
for example, should be 50fo on the forest and 50'^ off. Us
ually the land on the forest is in better shape than the ad
joining "off" lands; hence, cattle will go to the area of
"ice-cream range." The result is an overgrazed condition

in the forest. But forest boundaries are fast becoming fen
ced with CCC and emergency labor.

Before breaking the range into allotments, there are
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several factors which must be considered: 1) Stock should

be rotated on areas to keep them productive. 2) Separation

of breeding stock and dry stock. 3) Usually a great varia

tion in altitude within an area makes it necessary to hold

stock to lower areas until the uriper ranges are ready.

4) Natural barriers should be used to hold stock. 5) In

dividual owners wish to have their stock as close as possible

to their holdings, and 6) Because of the low carrying capacities

of range lands in comparison with farm pastures, the criterion

of fencing should be the number of stock controlled rather

than the acreage.

These are just a few points to consider. Allotments are

usually made by the watershed, or by community necessity, as

the case might be. Good public relations is always an ob

jective as well as making allotments to the best use of the

range.

The next big problem after allotments have been laid out

is distribution of the livestock on the range to utilize the

forage in all regions evenly. That is, if stock have no in

ducement to move, they will often eat out an area upon which

they are at present, while the surrounding country has grass

and browse to spare. Fortunately, there are several rather

simple methods of distributing these cattle.

Salting is one of the best agencies for aiding distri

bution. Although its use alone cannot be relied upon to

give perfect distribution, it is one of the least expensive

methods. Cattle should have two pounds of salt a month on



succulent range in the spring and one pound during the drier

seasons. The best kind of salt to use is the granular type

because with the block salt, one animal can monopolize the

cake while the others go wanting. Salt should be placed in

troughs or some such similar place so that stock can get at

it easily, and also so that it will always be clean.

The forest administrator must pay a great deal of at

tention to distribution of salt. He is required to submit

a plan each year or two showing his locations of salting areas.

The ofject is to ecet uniform distribution of stock. Salt

ing places should ordinarily be away from water holes so as

to draw cattle from the water where they naturally congre

gate and overgraze the range. It is usually a good rule to

salt about a mile from water and on the high ground. Salt

ing should conform with the carrying capacity of the area.

If the area will support 100 cattle for one month, then there

should be placed 200 pounds plus 50 pounds (to allow for

weathering) on the salt ground. Each salt ground should be

numbered and well marked for mapping purposes and to facil

itate finding and locating in the field. Changes from time

to time will show just which locations are most efficient.

Salting can be used to follow a certain schedule. If a

group of cattle are to rotate on an area, then salt grounds,

placed advantageously through the circle, will give the stock

an easy road to follow. Salt can be stored in rodent-proof

bins (boxes with tar-paper and wire around them) at key
points on the range; hence, it can be used more quickly

*



Figure 3 . One of the best types of water development. The
source of this little spring is fenced and dug out until
the maximum flow of water is available. It is then piped
down into this large tank and the excess water carried below
so the stock cannot trample up the area around the water.
The water is always clean and fresh. Stock are a great deal
like human beingex Treat them to the best conditions of
water, feed, and sanitation and they thrive to their maximum
—which means more money to the operator in the long run.
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ftlf, ; Water.development is one of the most important func-
tione of range improvement. The above picture shows a man
IiJ * ieam and fresno buildinS a large reservoir for springand early summer use. Often times there is plenty of forage
i?*^™™ ^^V™^11 water to hold stock on the area for
its proper utilization. Cooperation with government agencies
and private individuals makes these range improv^ments^possible.
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Figure 5". Another view of the reservoir giving a better idea
of the depth of the wall. This particular wall will hold water
to a five foot depth.
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Figure C, . These reservoirs must have spillways which do not
th pieii°;:fi^tS^Jr the dam- *he *£• 5*™ T0»BwaahfSi o? +>,o !? S Pfftlcular reservoir rocked to prevent
Ine ilL of ?h T11 WaiX' .Al80 note that the spillway is onone side of the dam and not the middle. This prevents fnrtLr.
?on8o?ntSf Hhe Va^ey by the *ater filing with ?^c^over the
SSJf daf* When %ater iB turned ove* «*• top of the dam
^iVerfe^ort.r^ 8\SS." the "" t? ChJ"^
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Figure 7 . This type of water development was made with a
fresno and a team. Just a puddle has been created and does
not prove too satisfactory because stock and game can get
in the water, dirty it up, and trample in the sides. Troughs
or tanks always are best for water storage, but often expense
limits the operator to some such construction as shown above.
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and efficiently when needed.

Probably the most important range control measure for

stock is the location of water. A good water system is the

most desirable feature of any range. Often times ranges are

so dry that water must be developed on them. There are

several methods of developing this water:

1) Development of springs and seeps — often there

is water in the ground but it is useless because the flow

is not concentrated. Usually these springs can be dug out,
their sources fenced and the water brought by a pipe to

troughs or tanks. These afford the best conditions for water

ing. Stock are a .great deal like human beings; if given the

best care, they thrive the best and usually in the long rUn
return the costs of improvements many times.

2) Construction of earthen pits and reservoirs --- a

man, a fresno and a team can make a catch-basin to hold

water on an area for a longer period. This method is not

as permanent as a spring development nor put in for the same

purpose. Reservoirs are dependent upon early run-off for

their success or failure.

3) The digging of wells —- on some areas of very val
uable range land wells might be justified. They are ex

pensive under any circumstance and should be used only as
a last resort. In development of any water, the worth of

the surrounding range and the number of stock this water

could control are deciding factors.

Fencing is an excellent method of stock control and



costs approximately 3100 to $150 per mile to build. On a

large scale the price makes the method prohibitive, but

often large areas of range can be cut up by the combination

of natural barriers and a few well-placed drift fences.

There is usually so much controversy between cattle and

sheep men, that some forests have rather complete systems

of drift fences. Cooperation with stock associations has

made much of this work possible.

Biding is another method of seeing that the stock are

not only distributed, but also taken care of in the general

way. Upon the range rider's shoulders fall the duties of

salting, water maintenance, care of health of animals, bull

servicing and keeping the stock thinned out and broken into

small units for feeding out from the draws. The range rider

is what one might call a general "efficiency man."

Thus, we might summarize the control of cattle on the

range by saying that the combination of salting, water, dis

tribution, fencing and riding should make for a better con

dition of animals as well as a better condition of the range
itself.

Sheep management on the range is much simpler than the

management of cattle, mainly because sheep are under the

constant supervision of a herder at all times. The problem

of entering the stock to the forest is a relatively simple

matter: A forest officer counts them as they enter the

forest with the herder. Allotments are based on the carry
ing capacity of the particular area and are usuallv we]]



posted with red tags. Salting is the same as explained for

cattle, only a sheep may be expected to need 1/3 to 1/2

pounds of salt per month. Or a good rule of thumb for

salting sheep is to salt a band of 1200 ewes with about 100-

150 pounds a week. This salt should be spread out three or

four times a week (30-50 pounds at a time.) Salting, es

pecially when done often, makes the sheep content with their

bedground and correspondingly easier to handle. This should

be done on rocks or in troughs to keep the stock free from

dirt. The same type of plan to promote uniformity of dis

tribution is made out for sheep as well as cattle.

It is said that the herder makes or breaks a band of

sheep. It might be further said that he makes or breaks a

range. In earlier times herding was done from a central

bedground; the result was that the area in the immediate

vicinity of a bedground was greatly overgrazed and the areas

out a few miles had luxuriant growths of forage. The Nat

ional Forests have eliminated this system of grazing by

placing a limit of three days for staying on one bedground.

Thus, a good herder moves his sheep around and uses a burro

to carry his belongings. It has been shown that ranges have

increased their carrying capacities as high as 50* with this

system.

Another very important problem is the keeping of sheep

satisfied with their conditions. The best practice for

herding is that the herder lead his sheep rather than drive

them from behind. Sheep usually start from the bed wound
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F1SJf« if+U In many Places water must be hauled to stock,
r^wn £ +8 8prSS 18xwatering four bands of sheep on the
?an^ car ?hal/°reSt- Stice the pum*inS «»** and the
utiiiJS- *!?e f?rage °n the hillB and dry areas must be
waier a^A w1h " 1" B°?roe' In ^ *lacee haulinS the
economical S P in portable troughs has proved
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around daybreak. The herder can usually start them in the

right direction for the day and then let the sheep graze

openly and peacefully until the heat of the day. Then the

animals will usually "shade up" for the warm part of the day

and the herder can cook and take the rest of the day for his

chores. .Vhen the sheep start off again at four or five o'clock

in the evening, the herder can gently direct their course

again and bed them down at dark. Animals are timid creatures

and careful, peaceful handling should be the rule. Sheep

that are driven by the herder and his dogs all of the time

become restless and often trample out more forage than what

they eat.

The water problem for sheep is also much less than that

of cattle. Sheep can go for days without any water if the

feed is at all succulent or there is much dew in the morn

ings, on the forage. In the hot, dry weather, watering every

two days is almost imperative, and watering every day would

be better. On many ranges there are water developments for

sheep. Little springs are dug out, concreted and piped into

troughs. Often an operator finds it advantageous to have

portable metal troughs for his band of sheep. Then he can

have his camp-tender move these troughs on a pick-up to the

next bedground. In many areas it is economical to have water

in specially made tank cans. One area on the Ochoco National

Forest is exceptionally devoid of water, but the browse,

weeds and grass are excellent. Hence, two operators are co

operating in hauling water to portable metal troughs.



A minor problem in handling stock is actually getting

the stock on the areas without trespassing on other property

or allotmen+s. On all forests stock driveways are posted

and maintained. Stock are allowed to move along these drive

ways at certain seasons of the year with a slight charge

for crossing to their respective allotments.

With the majority of ranges in depleted condition,

probably the main problem under any grazing system is the

progressive improvement of those ranges and maintaining of

optimum conditions on that range. With this objective in

mind, several systems of grazing have been developed. The

yearly rotation system of grazing works on the principle that

the pasture or range be left alone for one year and used the

next year. This is a method that might be fairly simple to
apply, but is rather impractical because land is lying idle.

To offset this "bogy" of idle land, the system of de

ferred and rotation grazing was developed. This method em

bodies the same principle as the clear-cutting-method-by-
strips of the silviculturist, only on a wider scale because
a grass can seed itself within its stand. The principles

are that an overgrazed area is allowed to mature its seed

in the absence of all stock and seed in the area. The stock

are then turned into the seeded area, the same area is pro
tected another season and then, when the area is fully seeded,
stock are turned in early in the season. An example would
be an allotment divided up into three units and grazed
in the following manner:



Years

1st

2nd

3rd
4 th
5 th
6th

7 th

8 th
9 th

10th

Area : Area
1 : 2

Used 1st : Used 2nd
Used 2nd : Used 1st
Used 1st Used 2nd
Used 2nd Used 3rd
Used 3rd Used 2nd
Used 3rd : Used 1st
Used 2nd : Used 1st
Used 1st : Used 2nd
Used 1st : Used 3rd
Used 2nd : Used 3rd

Area*"
3

Used

Used
Us ed

Us ed

Used
Used
Used

Used

Used
Used

3rd

3rd

2nd

1st

1st

2nd

3rd

3rd

2nd

1st

This method is recommended for badly depleted ranges. This

method can be applied to any sized area and can be used under

any system of salting, herding, fencing, riding, etc.

Water is always a problem on any range. In the last few

years there has been intensive action upon the development of

this unusable water. The actual development of water has

already been taken up in this text previously, but in summary
it might be said that the digging out and piping into troughs

of the springs, the construction of water retaining reservoirs

and sometimes the digging of wells, all contribute to the

improvement, better utilization and more uniform cropping of
the range.

In conclusion, it might be well to put forth the major
objectives in handling any ranker

1. Effective administration

2. Correct seasonal use (i. e. prevent premature graz

ing, secure use of range at time of highest

palatability, remove stock at the proper time,

Sampson, Range and Pasture Management, p. 79



establish seasons to coincide with correct season

al use and eliminate marked differences in season

for classes of stock)

3. Correct carrying capacity (i. e. Make a survey and

put it into animal month units because an opera

tor usually talks in terms of "animal months")

4. Use of range by the class of stock best suited to it

5. Proper handling of stock

A. On the forest land (salting, riding;, watering

places, deferred grazing, drivevays, proper

supervision and bedding out)

B. Off the forest land (coordinating the proper

use of the Public Domain and the ranch pro

perty with proper use of the forest range

and check on qualifications of applicants)

6. Cooperation (i. e. with livestock associations, state
and other federal agencies and ihe game and

recreation people)

7. Protection of wildlife

To accomplish objectives there must be some line of

attack to carry out the plans. This is known as a managerial
plan. A brief outline of the management plan of the Forest
Service is *iven here:

1. Authority (i. e. a centralized body)

2. Application of forest uses

3. Permits to handle partial use of lands (i. e. stock

partly on a national forest 5>nd partly on other
land)



4. Waiver of land in National Forest in accordance

rlth the carrying capacity of that private land

lived (the forest then "blocks up" an allotment

of the same carrying capacity)

5. Crossing and driveway permits

6. Rules governing numbers of stock on range

7. Place qualification standards for range use (prefer
ences )

8. Payment of a reasonable fee in advance or by legal
contract

9. The principles of good range management are followed
10. Sanitation and quarantine

11. Provisions for range improvements (for example, cutting
a man's grazing fee if he made certain improvements
to range)

12. Cooperation with all interested agencies

13. Penalties for damage and trespass

14. Establishment of some sort of check such as a "graz
ing board" or "court."

W1
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££?-+V Thifnwhole iake was made by a small dam at the
outlet to a valley. Often good common sense and an eye for
details can improve range conditione on any grazing lands

4-V



Figure to , cattle around a waterhole. One can notice the
the lack of all vegetation except the hardy Sreasewood of
the alkali flate. Although cattle cannot be entirely kept
away from water and there is seldom forage around water-
holes, salting a mile or less from water helps to draw the
stock from these holes. 6 u >•

*/



fall Li • 8 ?ACtUre illustrates the use of aftermath fo-
in* thfS?6;, Aft?r the srain or hay ^ taken off the lid
tSe rows ThesT^ USUa1^ SrSSeB and Weeds left betweenone rows, inese make excellent fall feed for Rtn^v tv,,-„practice^ helps Keep the etoo* off oar^verorowd^dl^^L
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Figure '£. This picture shows another mountain meadow owned
privately which is in the worst stage of retrogression. The
palatable grasses have long since been killed out, and the
sagehrueh has become too dominant and it will take decades
for the grass to return.

^
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SiSiill J ?°"n*ain meadow on a large lumber company'•holdings has not had proper management. The vegetation is
?£ £«" r *! "1*ht l0°k at firBt glance, but^anaaa Thistle
result It ^?6en 6aten an? tranped from ihe land' and tne #
Plant In?* i^gr881°n of Pr°dUctive land t0 aWorthlessplant. This land has since been waived to the Forest qervi**and is now under management. sorest Service
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Figure /*. This shows a badly overgrazed sagebrush land. The
Forest Service has more of this land placed under its admini
stration periodically. The problems are many and serious be
cause this type of land has been "run to death" with no semblance
of management for decades. Much of it has come from the old
Public Domain or is included with the timbered boundaries of
SS+ i6Bt* Gaff• deferred grazing, reseeding, and manage
ment plans are the suggested remedies, or erosion and useless-
ness will be the inevitable result.
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Figure *5", Another picture of a badly overgrazed sagebrush
range. The perennial grasses are gone, and the forage usually
consists of a few annual grasses and weedB. Hence, one can
see the carrying capacities are greatly reduced.



Figure /6. The Juniper type. On the margins of our Ponderosa
Pine forests the Junipers often gradiate down to the typical
desert country. Often this land is in bad shape because of
past free usage. Whoever got there first got the grass, and
get t lISry because if h* d*d not the next fellow would

4-7
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n??L +t' iB B?°WB Wilat drouSht has done to many ranges.2:i?n combination of drought and overstocking Ire the
death warrant of the land. These cattle are to be moved
from Silver Lake, Oregon (their present location), to the
Klamath Indian Reservation because they cannot exist on such
drought-ridden areas.

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY
OREGON STATE COLLEGE

CURVALLIS, OREGON

4-3
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rilZJJ\« T"i8.Picture shows an alkali flat with only
ha£ !7??? gITi^ on *!' Alt-ough the National Forestshave little of this land to administer, it is a problem to
try and bring vegetation back to what areas they do have
best8reemed?.°f "" graS8 (»&i •* >nas £rovedthe

6°
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Figure zo Good range manageiaent VB# no manageiaent Th
area to the right of the fence has been grazed to the last
spear of grass. (There is just as much light on the right-
hand area as on the left-hand area). On the left-hand area
^d^lftV^ 6aCh individ»al hunch of grass? T^ denuded
i^ylng'captci^r year8 t0 6Ven half"Way re*ain itB P"t
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£!??,.-+; ^ ?fr Plcture showing a badly denuded pasture.
n? £,?! ^ t0 the ,Jeft 0f the fence there io not one clumpof bunchgrass and it is deeply furrowed with steck trails.
Bunchgrass, a very palatable genus, has been removed and
cheat grass (downy chess, broncho grass, etc.), a very poor
annual, is all that the area will have on it the c2gPBpring.
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f^ftfio* 5 afth°d 2f g00d land use* Tlli* Picture shows
and alfal?aeS Jlong ^J0*1 *£ °Perator raises grain naturallytntttll !fa+?y PJ?0* °ut efficient system of irigation *(notice little cultivated field to the left). After his
(willow6 ^Tested» h* turns his cattle onto the brows?
thii 21 aaJifSl BnoWDrusl1' etc) along the creek. By doing
usaL ItttL P?f?ifher BUTer ranges from constant fallusage. Little efficiency schemes such as this can help to
give our ranges a much needed rest in certain locales.
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Figure Z3 . Loading sheep on double-deck cars for shipment
In many localities it is found more economical to ship stock
Thpn,n=+ T+ thfm l0ng didances from the summer ranges.The cost of trucking is offset by the saving of flesh on
the animals. Also, the forage suffers less.

5-4-



££« ; Jhe d0UDle-decker has proved the best method of
han?pH+tatl°n;- °n hundred twenty ^H-grown lambs can oehauled at one time on these big trucks and one hundred
twenty more on the trailer.

r^
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Figures ZS and Zi, . Research in range problems is the first

step in making an efficient management plan. The experi

mental area in Eastern Oregon is at Squaw Butte, an area

southwest of Burns, Oregon. Deferred and rotation grazing,
seeding, and other projects are being carried out in the

area to test the effects on stock and on the range itself.

Notice the bunchgrass growth on the protected range in
Figure ,

5"7
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Figure 2f.

Figure z$ .



RANSE SURVEY Am RESEARCH

Before a management plan can be drawn up for any nat

ural resource, it is essential to know with what one has to

commence work. Grazing survey is directly analogous to tim

ber survey. Each is based on the sampling of certain small

areas at random through the area in question and then apply

ing the data on these surveyed areas to the whole unit. The

rules of uniformity of the universe, a sufficient number of

samples and especially the timing are essential in ran-e sur
vey.

Probably the main objective in range survey is the ob

taining of a carrying capacity for the ares so stock allot

ments can be made. With this in mind, there have been two

general methods of survey developed: One is a fast method

based totally on the inspector's judgment and is known as

the reoonnaissaner method; the other is based on random samp
ling and is more scientifically sound than the former. This

latter method is known as the point-observation-plot method
or the square-foot-density method.

Before going any further, the formula for carrying
capacity by any method of survey is:

Carrying capacity*(aver?ge x # nalfitfihi-n-f-rr n-p -p«„„ \(animal months den!"y * ' palatability of forage) x
or animal unit)8^^6

Forage acre requirement
(per month or per year)

Animal month= Represents the number of acres it will
require to properly graze one cow (or
five sheep) for one month.

Animal unit= Represents the number of acres it will

0
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Figure 27. Range survey crew learning the technique of
estimating range forage. It is necessary to know the forage,
both in composition and amount, on an area before any manage
ment plan can be formulated. It is also necessary to train
men along some uniform basis so results will not vary
greatly over large areas.

$°



require to properly graze one cow (or
five sheep) for one year.

Average density* The average area of ground covered
by a species of plant.

%palatibllitya The percent to which a species is
grazed off under proper range manage
ment (tables are made up for most
species of plants).

Surface acres- The number of acres in the area (or
within a type).

Forage acres A mythical acre with a 100$ vegetative
cover which is 100% palatable.

Forage acre requirements A figure obtained by compu
tation from ranches" and pas
tures of known proper ranee
use. It is the number of"
forage acres necessary to
support an animal for a unit
of time under proper range
conditions.

In making a survey, a map of the area should be made by
types. The method of typing areas is the same as for timber

type mapping. Then plots are taken in each type, the number
of acres in each type are figured and the above formula ap
plied.

There are two general methods of range survey: l) The
reconnaissance method, and 2) The point-observation-plot
method or commonly called the square-foot-density method.

The following example will show the general method of
the reconnaissance type:

Given: 2000 acres of the same type of land

Asurvey shows that there is a density of .15 of the
area covered by reachable vegetation for stock. It

is made up of 60$ grass, 10$ browse and 50$ weeds.

Consulting apayability table, we find the average
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Figure 26. Range Inspector recording the amount of foraee on
a given unit of area. A survey amounts to the same asT
timber cruise: Samples are taken throughout the universe
at random, and applied to the whole area. averse,



palability of the grasses on the area is 40$, g($ for

the browse and 40'| for the weeds. The forage acre
requirement, as predetermined by figuring the use of

forage by stock on an area that is properly grazed,
is .14 forage acre per month, say, for example, one
cow.

Now applying our formula:

* . Density x Weighted %palatabil-
Oarrymg capacity- ity x Surface "acres

2000X (,60x,40~*10x*30"'30x«40) x
04 ' '

Forage acre requirement
Forage acre factor Surface acre

= .0585 x gpoo A

Carrying capacity= 826, cow months on the 2000 A.
The reconnaissance method is well adapted to an area that is
to be surveyed by an experienced man and where a fast, low-
cost job must be done. Whether it is more accurate than the

following method is debatable.

The point-observation-plot method of survey has been
developed in the last three years to meet the demands of a
scientific, easily followed method. It can be learned more
easily by an inexperienced crew than the reconnaissance method.
The enclosed map and field sheets show how the method is
applied to an area:

Given: An area of six sections with the following types
mapped in. The area fc. . sheep range#

Problem: Find the carrying capacity on the six sections.
In solving this problem, we must first take plots
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REVISED APR. 24, 1937
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PROJECT 1J\ /

EXAMINER (yN~*
TYPE 1 -fttL-POA

RANGE SURVEY WRITE-UP SHEET

ADAPTED TO SQUARE FOOT DENSITY METHOD

M^M-^M^^
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TRANSECT NO:Q-
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C & H OR S & G

DATE

location ;ry^, r/o5^ i+£~
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TIMBER 4AW*vt. Va,//. ?4*C*..
(COMP.) (COND.)

(REPROD.) (dens.) (age)

(injury) (cause)
UTILIZATION CUTS:- SLOPE "f> TIMBER fo ROCKS fo LACK OF WATER °[o EROSION $

UNSTABLE SOILS % TOTAL CUT
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FORM 764b (back)

TYPE COMMENTS

current forage utilization: over-proper-under

(check one)

range condition: poor-fair-good

(check one)

watering places

PLANT VIGOR: POOR-^AIR-GOOD

(check ONE)
relative productiveness of site: low-av»-44lah

(check one)

(KIND - LAKE, SPRING, ETC.) (DISTANCE) (ADEQUACY) (PERM. - TEMP.)
POISONOUS PLANTS : —

(K|NDS) (recommendations)
KIND OF STOCK BEST SUITED TO RANGE: CATTLE-HORSES-SHEEP-GOATS

(CHECK ONE OR MORE)
PROPER GRAZING PERIOD: SPRING-SUMMER-FALL-WINTER-YEAR LONG

(CHECK ONE OR more)
WILDLIFE

(GAME, PREDATORS, RODENTS - SPECIES AND ABUNDANCE)

SOIL EROSION (CHECK ONE OR MORE)

SHEET EROSION EVIDENT

SOIL TEXTURE (TO SIX INCHES DEEP)
CHECK IN APPROPRIATE BLOCKS

GULLY EROSION

OCCASIONAL GULLIES - SHALLOW

OCCASIONAL GULLIES - DEEP

FREQUENT GULLIES - SHALLOW

FREQUENT GULLIES - DEEP

WIND EROSION

DEPOSITION EVIDENT

REMOVAL EVIDENT

SLOPE IN PERCENT (CIRCLE APPROPRIATE CLASSIFICATTon) 0 TO 5, 6 TO 10, II TO 20, 21 TO 40,
41 TO 60, 61 TO 80, 81*

"EXPLANATI ON OF GULLY TERMS: OCCASIONAL GULLIES ARE GULLIES MORE THAN 100 FEET APART. FREQUENT
GULLIES ARE GULLIES LESS THAN 100 FEET APART. SHALLOW GULLIES ARE THOSE EASILY CR06SABLE BY

STOCK. DEEP GULLIES ARE THOSE DEEP ENOUGH TO INTERFERE WITH STOCK MOVEMENTS.

ADDITIONAL TYPE COMMENTS

LIGHT

MEDIUM

HEAVY

GRAVELLY

ALKALI (CHECK IF EVIDENT)

STONY

NOTE:

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED ON THIS SHEET IS PRIMARILY A FORAGE INVENTORY. WHEN AND IF FURTHER
DATA ARE SECURED ON TIMBER, WATER, SOILS, EROSION, WILD LIFE, ETC, BY EXPERTS ALONG THESE LINES,
SUCH INFORMATION SHOULD BE FURTHER CORRELATED TO BEST SERVE RANGE MANAGEMENT.
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FORM 764B (BACK)

TYPE COMMENTS

CURRENT FORAGE UTILIZATION: OVER-PROPER-UNDER PLANT VIGOR: POOR-FAIR-GOOD
(CHECK ONE) (CHECK ONE)

RANGE CONDITION: POOR-FAIR-GOOD RELATIVE PRODUCTIVENESS OF SITE: LOW-AVy-HIQH
(CHECK ONE) (CHECK 0NE)

WATERING PLACES .
(KIND - LAKE, SPRING, ETC.) (DISTANCE) (ADEQUACY) (PERM. - TEMP.)

POISONOUS PLANTS
(kinds) (recommendations)

kind of stock best suited to range: cattle-horses-sheep-goats

(check one or more)
proper grazing period: spring-summer-fall-winter-year long

(CHECK ONE OR more)
WILDLIFE

ADDITIONAL TYPE COMMENTS

(GAME, PREDATORS, RODENTS - SPECIES AND ABUNDANCE)

SOIL EROSION (CHECK ONE OR MORE) SOIL TEXTURE (TO SIX INCHES DEEP)
_ CHECK IN APPROPRIATE BLOCKS

SHEET EROSION EVIDENT

LIGHT

"GULLY EROSION MEDIUM

OCCASIONAL GULLIES - SHALLOW HEAVY

OCCASIONAL GULLIES - DEEP

FREQUENT GULLIES - SHALLOW ALKALI (CHECK IF EVIDENT)
FREQUENT GULLIES - DEEP

WIND EROSION

DEPOSITION EVIDENT

REMOVAL EVIDENT

SLOPE IN PERCENT (CIRCLE APPROPRIATE CLASSIFICATION) 0 TO 5, 6 TO 10, II TO 20, 21 TO 40,
41 TO 60, 61 TO 80, 81+

"EXPLANATION OF GULLY TERMS: OCCASIONAL GULLIES ARE GULLIES MORE THAN 100 FEET APART. FREQUENT
GULLIES ARE GULLIE6 LESS THAN 100 FEET APART. SHALLOW GULLIES ARE THOSE EASILY CR06SABLE BY

STOCK. DEEP GULLIES ARE THOSE DEEP ENOUGH TO INTERFERE WITH STOCK MOVEMENTS.

GRAVELLY STONY

note:

the information contained on this sheet is primarily a forage inventory. when and if further

DATA ARE SECURED ON TIMBER, WATER, SOILS, EROSION, WILD LIFE, ETC., BY EXPERTS ALONG THESE LINES,

SUCH INFORMATION SHOULD BE FURTHER CORRELATED TO BEST SERVE RANGE MANAGEMENT.

«.
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RANGE SURVEY WRITE-UP SHEET

ADAPTED TO SQUARE FOOT DENSITY METHOD

PROJECT

EXAM IMER

TYPE

&) JLu JteZetJt
TYPE OR

TRANSECT NO.

DATE

LOCATION

S.,

TIMBER

T. 4 R. AERIAL PHOTO NO.

(COMP.) (COND.)

(reprod.) (dens.) (age)

TOTAL DENSITY

FORAGE DENSITY _$ PAL.
F.A. FACTOR . Q 7L2t FOR ^"K &-

C & H OR S & G

UNSTABLE SOILS
of

/ SPECIES DENSITY

TOTAL CUT

(injury) (cause)
UTILIZATION CUTS:- SLOPE* f TIMBER fo ROCKS fo LACK OF WATER fo EROSION $

/!/-£
PLOT

NUMBER 10 & /$
TOTAL
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FORM 764B (BACK)

TYPE COMMENTS

CURRENT FORAGE UTILIZATION: OVER-PROPER-UNDER

(CHECK one)
range condition: poor-fair-good

(check one)

watering places

PLANT VIGOR: POOR-^AIR-GOQD

(CHECK ONE)
RELATIVE PRODUCTIVENESS OF SITE: LOW-AV.-HUQH

(CHECK one)

(KIND - LAKE, SPRING, ETC.) (DISTANCE) (ADEQUACY) (PERM. - TEMP.)
POISONOUS PLANTS

(kinds) (recommendations)
kind of stock best suited to range: cattle-horses-sheep-goats

(check one or more)
proper grazing period: spring-summer-fall-winter-year long

(CHECK ONE OR more)
WILDLIFE

(GAME, PREDATORS, RODENTS - SPECIES AND ABUNDANCE)

SOIL EROSION (CHECK ONE OR MORE)

SHEET EROSION EVIDENT

GULLY EROSION

OCCASIONAL GULLIES - SHALLOW

OCCASIONAL GULLIES - DEEP

FREQUENT GULLIES - SHALLOW

FREQUENT GULLIES - DEEP

WIND EROSION

DEPOSITION EVIDENT

REMOVAL EVIDENT

SLOPE IN PERCENT (CIRCLE APPROPRIATE CLASSIFICATION) 0 TO 5, 6 TO 10, II TO 20, 21 TO 40,
41 TO 60, 61 TO 80, 81+

"EXPLANATION OF GULLY TERMS: OCCASIONAL GULLIES ARE GULLIES MORE THAN 100 FEET APART. FREQUENT
GULLIES ARE GULLIES LESS THAN 100 FEET APART. SHALLOW GULLIES ARE THOSE EASILY CROSSABLE BY

STOCK. DEEP GULLIES ARE THOSE DEEP ENOUGH TO INTERFERE WITH STOCK MOVEMENTS.

ADDITIONAL TYPE COMMENTS

SOIL TEXTURE (TO SIX INCHES DEEP)
CHECK IN APPROPRIATE BLOC

LIGHT

MEDIUM

HEAVY

GRAVELLY STONY

ALKALI (CHECK IF EVIDENT)

NOTE:

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED ON THIS SHEET IS PRIMARILY A FORAGE INVENTORY. WHEN AND IF FURTHER

DATA. ARE SECURED ON TIMBER, WATER, SOILS, EROSION, WILD LIFE, ETC., BY EXPERTS ALONG THESE LINES,

SUCH INFORMATION SHOULD BE FURTHER CORRELATED TO BEST SERVE RANGE MANAGEMENT.
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FORAGE DENSITY % PAL.
F.A. FACTOR FOR -f£ <f"

C & H OR S & G

DATE

TYPE OR

TRANSECT NO
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— r

S., T. & R.

TIMBER

/ i •

AERIAL PHOTO NO.

(COMP.) (COND.)

(reprod.) (dens.) (age)

UTILIZATION CUTS:-

(injury) (cause)
SLOPE ft TIMBER fo ROCKS fo LACK OF WATER fo EROSION fo
UNSTABLE SOILS _% TOTAL CUT

SPECIES DENSITY

PLOT

NUMBER I Js 3 + r
TOTAL

DENSITY

AVERAGE
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FORM 764B (BACK)

TYPE COMMENTS

CURRENT FORAGE UTILIZATION: OVER-PROPER-UNDER PLANT VIGOR: POOR-FAIR-GOOD
(CHECK ONE) («">< 0NE>

RANGE CONDITION: POOR-FAIR-GOOD RELATIVE PRODUCTIVENESS OF SITES LOW-AVf-HIQH,
(CHECK ONE) (CHECK 0NE>

WATERING PLACES - • ; :
(KIND - LAKE, SPRING, ETC.) (DISTANCE) (ADEQUACY) (PERM. - TEMP.)

POISONOUS PLANTS
(kinds) (recommendations)

KIND OF STOCK BEST SUITED TO RANGE: CATTLE-HORSES-SHEEP-GOATS
(CHECK ONE OR more)

PROPER GRAZING PERIOD: SPRING-SUMMER-FALL-WINTER-YEAR LONG
(CHECK ONE OR MORE)

WILDLIFE
(GAME, PREDATORS, RODENTS - SPECIES AND ABUNDANCE)

SOIL EROSION (CHECK ONE OR MORE) SOIL TEXTURE (T0 SIX INCHES DEEP)
_ CHECK IN APPROPRIATE BLOCKS

SHEET EROSION EVIDENT

LIGHT

°GULLY EROSION MEDIUM
OCCASIONAL GULLIES - SHALLOW HEAVY

OCCASIONAL GULLIES - DEEP

FREQUENT GULLIES - SHALLOW ALKALI (CHECK IF EVIDENT)
FREQUENT GULLIES - DEEP

WIND EROSION

DEPOSITION EVIDENT

REMOVAL EVIDENT

SLOPE IN PERCENT (CIRCLE APPROPRIATE CLASSIFICATION) 0 TO 5, 6 TO 10, II TO 20, 21 TO 40,
41 TO 60, 61 TO 80, 81+

"EXPLANATION OF GULLY TERMS: OCCASIONAL GULLIES ARE GULLIES MORE THAN 100 FEET APART. FREQUENT
~ GULLIES ARE GULLIES LESS THAN 100 FEET APART. SHALLOW GULLIES ARE THOSE EASILY CROSSABLE BY
STOCK. DEEP GULLIES ARE THOSE DEEP ENOUGH TO INTERFERE WITH STOCK MOVEMENTS.

ADDITIONAL TYPE COMMENTS

NOTE:

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED ON THIS SHEET IS PRIMARILY A FORAGE INVENTORY. WHEN AND IF FURTHER
DATA ARE SECURED ON TIMBER, WATER, SOILS, EROSION, WILD LIFE, ETC., BY EXPERTS ALONG THESE LINES, *
SUCH INFORMATION SHOULD BE FURTHER CORRELATED TO BEST SERVE RANGE MANAGEMENT.
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RANGE SURVEY WRITE-UP SHEET

ADAPTED TO SQUARE FOOT DENSITY METHOD
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EXAMINER C^j- .
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FORAGE DENSITY J*) PAL.
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DATE
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S., T. & R. ' - AERI*AL PHOTO NO.

TIMBER

(COMP.) (COND.)

(reprod. (dens.) (age)

(injury) (cause)
UTILIZATION CUTS:- SLOPE ft TIMBER ft ROCKS fo LACK OF WATER ft EROSION %

UNSTABLE SOILS TOTAL CUT

f* ir-
1

SPECIES DENSITY

K 3f *j

PLOT

NUMBER 3 <t r 4 7 / 1* 3 + r*
TOTAL
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FORM 764B (BACK)

TYPE COMMENTS

CURRENT FORAGE UTILIZATION: OVER-PROPER-UNDER PLANT VIGOR: POOR-FAIR-GOOD
(CHECK ONE) (CHECK ONE)

RANGE CONDITION: POOR-FAIR-GOOD RELATIVE PRODUCTIVENESS OF SITE: LOW-AVf-HIQH
(CHECK ONE) (CHECK 0NE)

WATERING PLACES _____ , ; r
(KIND - LAKE, SPRING, ETC.) (DISTANCE) (ADEQUACY) (PERM. - TEMP.)

poisonous plants . -
(kinds) (recommendations)

kind of stock best suited to range: cattle-horses-sheep-goats

(CHECK ONE OR more)
PROPER GRAZING PERIOD: SPRING-SUMMER-FALL-WINTER-YEAR LONG

(check ONE or more)
WILDLIFE

(GAME, PREDATORS, RODENTS - SPECIES AND ABUNDANCE)

SOIL EROSION (CHECK ONE OR MORE) SOIL TEXTURE (TO SIX INCHES DEEP)
CHECK IN APPROPRIATE BLOCKS

SHEET EROSION EVIDENT

LIGHT

"GULLY EROSION MEDIUM

OCCASIONAL GULLIES - SHALLOW HEAVY

OCCASIONAL GULLIES - DEEP

FREQUENT GULLIES - SHALLOW ALKALI (CHECK IF EVIDENT)
FREQUENT GULLIES - DEEP

WIND EROSION

DEPOSITION EVIDENT

REMOVAL EVIDENT

SLOPE IN PERCENT (CIRCLE APPROPRIATE CLASSIFICATION) 0 TO 5, 6 TO 10, II TO 20, 21 TO 40,
41 TO 60, 61 TO 80, 81+

"EXPLANATION OF GULLY TERMS: OCCASIONAL GULLIES ARE GULLIES MORE THAN 100 FEET APART. FREQUENT
GULLIES ARE GULLIES LESS THAN 100 FEET APART. SHALLOW GULLIES ARE THOSE EASILY CROSSABLE BY

STOCK. DEEP GULLIES ARE THOSE DEEP ENOUGH TO INTERFERE WITH STOCK MOVEMENTS.

ADDITIONAL TYPE COMMENTS

GRAVELLY STONY

NOTE:

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED ON THIS SHEET IS PRIMARILY A FORAGE INVENTORY. WHEN AND IF FURTHER

DATA ARE SECURED ON TIMBER, WATER, SOILS, EROSION, WILD LIFE, ETC, BY EXPERTS ALONG THESE LINES,

SUCH INFORMATION SHOULD BE FURTHER CORRELATED TO BEST SERVE RANGE MANAGEMENT.
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RANGE SURVEY WRITE-UP SHEET

ADAPTED TO SQUARE FOOT DENSITY METHOD
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Jb ROCKS
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TIMBER

s. , T. 4 R. ' AERIAL PHOTO NO.

(COMP.) (COND.)

(reprod. ( DENS.) (age)

(injury)
Jo LACK OF WATER

TOTAL CUT

(cause)
Jo EROSION _<

\ ZA ,
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FORM 764B (BACK)

TYPE COMMENTS

..r.-r, PLANT VIGOR: POOR-FAIR-GOODCURRENT FORAGE UTILIZATIONS OVER-PROPER-UNDER **™ (CHECK ONE)
(check one) vvn '

_..„ ~,s— RELATIVE PRODUCTIVENESS OF SITE: LOW-AV.^IQHRANGE CONDITION: POOR-FAIR-GOOD RELATIVE kku (CHECK ONE)
(check one)

watering places (KIND -LAKE, SPRING, ETC.) (DISTANCE) (ADEQUACY) (PERU. - TEMP.)
POISONOUS PLANTS (K|NDS) " (recommendations)
KIND OF STOCK BEST SUITED TO RANGE: CATTLE-HORSES-SHEEP-GOATS

(CHECK ONE OR MORE)
PROPER GRAZING PERIOD: SPRING-SUMMER-FALL-*INTER-YEAR LONG

(check one or more)

WILDLIFE (GAME, PREDATORS, RODENTS - SPECIES AND ABUNDANCE)

SOIL EROS.ON (CHECK ONE OR MORE) SOIL TEXTURE (T0 SIX .NCHES »)
° ,U V RHFCK IN APPROPRIATE BLOCKS

SHEET EROSION EVIDENT
LIGHT

"GULLY EROSION MED,,JM
OCCASIONAL GULLIES - SHALLOW HEAVY
OCCASIONAL GULLIES - DEEP
FREQUENT GULLIES -SHALLOW ALKALI (CHECK IF EVIDENT)
FREQUENT GULLIES - DEEP

WIND EROSION

DEPOSITION EVIDENT

SLOPE |!TPERCENT (CIRCLE APPROPRIATE CLASSIFICATION) 0TO 5, 6TO 10, II TO 20, 21 TO 40,
41 TO 60, 61 TO 80, 81+

"EXPLANATION OF GULLY TERMS: OCCASIONAL GULLIES ARE GULLIES MORE THAN .00 FEET APART. FREQUENT
GU^ES ARE GULLIES LESS THAN .00 FEET APART. SHALLOW GULLIES ARE THOSE EASILY CROSSABLE BY
STOCK. DEEP GULLIES ARE THOSE DEEP ENOUGH TO INTERFERE WITH STOCK MOVEMENTS.

ADDITIONAL TYPE COMMENTS

GRAVELLY STONY

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED ON THIS SHEET IS PRIMARILY A FORAGE INVENTORY. WHEN AND IF FURTHER
DATA ARE SECURED ON TIMBER, WATER, SOILS, EROS.ON, WILD L.FE, ETC, BY EXPERTS ALONG THESE LINES,
SUCH INFORMATION SHOULD BE FURTHER CORRELATED TO BEST SERVE RANGE MANAGEMENT.



from a definite control in the field. That is, the

location of our plots should be known, but they should

be taken at an even spacing throughout or through the

area in question (see map). The next problem is to

get the acreage of each type in the area. Prom the

map we see it breaks down as follows:

2 - PHL-POA 100 acres
4 - PSE 680 acres
6 - 7/P-PTH 3060 acres

Total acres in area. . . .5840 acres

Now let us break down our original formulate to fit

our units. By looking at our data sheets, we see that

we have already taken the density of cover times our

palatability of that particular species. This gave

us a "forage factor" which is a weighted average of

the densities times the palatabilities on a 100 square

foot basis (plots are made with a chain 5.64 feet

long, which is the radius of a 100 foot circle).

Simplified, this expression would be:

(Densities x $ palatability)• Forage acre factor
100

Now substituting in our original formula:

Carrying capacity = Forage acre factor x Surface acres
Forage acre requirement

Hence, we break it down into our three different types

thus:

Type 1) *092 M-0Q A = 460, sheep months

Type 2) .022 x 680 A = 748, sheep months
.02

Type 5) .023 x 5060 A s 5519. sheep months
•02 4727

Total sheep months
k on the six sections
Forage acre requirement for sheep



There might still be a question in the reader's mind as

to the type designations in range survey. The following types

are those found most on National Forest surveys in Oregon (as

standardized by the .'estern Division of Range Survey for 1957)

Type No. Color Description

72-

1

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

18

Yellow

Mongol 817
Orange

Mongol 862
Brown

Mongol 865
Olive Green
Mongol 888
Dark Green

Mongol 898
Blue

(Black)

Light Green
Mongol 848

Pink
Mongol 846
Terra Cotta
Dixon 551

Perennial grassland type

Meadow (Mountain meadows, creeles)

Sagebrush

Browse (Bitterbrush, Mr. Mabogony, etc)

Conifer (Pine, fir, etc)

Waste (Dense brush or timber, etc)

Barren (Lake beds, slides, shale, etc)

Juniper

Broad-leaf trees (Oak, #spen, etc)

Annual grasses or weeds

Anyone having knowledge of timber cruising sampling technique

and type mapping should have little or no trouble with range

survey.

One of the major problems in past range survey has been

to keep the work uniform throughout such large areas as Nation

al Forests or Public Domain areas. The best remedy has been

found in training the men together at the beginning of the

season. Usually a "school" is held, and the technique of the

work is explained to the men "en masse." This practice plus

uniform palatability lists and uniform instructions have gone

far in keeping the range survey work consistant throughout
Oregon

"Instructions for Range Surveys on National Forests, 1937
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Figure £*. Some of the roads and bumps a surveyor has to
travel are not so pleasant. An old car that is worth very
little and a sense of humor are essential to the job. The
value of most range lands in Eastern Oregon does not permit
the construction of very elaborate roads.
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Figure 3o . This picture shows research on actual grazing on
certain areas. Permanent plots are marked off and the degree
of grazing and the plants can be watched each year.

^

i. <L
•

Figure 3t . A field of Crested Wheatgrass. Other major
problems coming under Forest Service, Resettlement/and
Soil Conservation administrations are these abandoned farm
lands which fail to produce a living in these lean years.
They are really analogous to the logged-off land in Western
Oregon. One of the hest ways found so far of handling this
It lB^° re8eed u to the hardy Crested Wheatgrass. Al
though this grass is hard to get established, once it does
come in on an area it can stand a very heavy abuse. The
above picture shows an excellent stand in an old field

7*
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FOREST REPRODUCTION AND GRAZING
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Figure 3z,. A typical mountain ranch. Many of these mountain
ranches have enough wild hay to feed their stock through the
winter. They then depend on the forest ranges for summer feed.
Timothy, redtop, and bluegrasses are some of the chief grasses.
A little wild clover is often sown in to help maintain good
soil conditions.

7&



FOREST REPRODUCTION AND GRAZING

In Oregon the damage to forest reproduction has been at

a minimum, due primarily to the comparatively good ranges and

to the absence of large hardwood areas. In the eastern part

of the United States where there are extensive hardwood stands,

it is almost impossible to get reproduction with grazing on

the area for approximately ten to fifteen years after logging.

As soon as the trees get above the reach of stock U£ feet

for sheep and 6 feet for cattle), grazing may be allowed until

the area is to be seeded in again. In the southwestern psrt

of the United States, the forage grows in open pine stands and

severe damage is done to young seedlings a foot or less in

height. Damage also occurred to a lesser degree up to 6 feet
in height.

Damage in Oregon is not attributed to practical grazing
on any of the areas. Intensive investigations have been

carried out to find what the effect of grazing is upon conifers

in Oregon and Washington, and the conclusions are that the

real damage only comes to areas which are heavily overgrazed

or areas in which the handling of the stock has been faulty.

It has been found that cattle do practically no damage
to reproduction in Oregon (an occasional tree is killed by
rubbing); sheep seem to be the worst offenders. When bands

of sheep are driven in a solid pack through an area of small

reproduction, the stand suffers greatly from trampling. Sheep
should be moved slowly and ruietly through sites of small re

production. Western Yellow Pfea and Fir undergo some damage

-11



Figure 33. Stock on the summer range. Sound forestry and
proper grazing go hand in hand to gain the most from our
public lands.

7*>



in June and July in some areas in Oregon because the feed has

started to dry out. The young tree shoots are still rather

succulent, and sheep are prone to browse on these shoots.

The remedy is to keep sheep off those areas until the stock

have become accustomed to their feed, or cattle may be placed

on the area of reproduction. On ranges of very inferior

forage, there is often damage from browsing. These inferior

areas should be deferred, if possible, until they have had a

chance to "come back," or cattle placed on the area below

the carrying capacity so the range will have a chance to build

back up.

Summarizing all the material for conifer ranges, it might

be said that if the stock are handled properly, either sheep

or cattle, and the stocking on the area is not excessive,

there will be no damage to this type of reproduction.

But in Oregon there is one exception; the aspen areas.

Although there is very little cutting in the aspen type in

Oregon, a whole stand may be ruined if grazing is allowed

after cutting. As aspen is an intolerant tree, it must be

clear-cut. This leaves the many sprouting stumps an easy

mark for stock. Here again, sheep are particularly bad; in

fact, studies have shown that the grazing of an aspen sprout

ing area for three consecutive seasons will kill out the

stand. If the stand is to become established again on the

area, the following suggestions are made:

1) Entire exclusion of grazing for three years by
sheep and only very moderate grazing by cattle.

-7?



2) Shift the sheep allotment on the cut-over aspen

stands to cattle. This would accomplish two things:

a. Insure the aspen reproduction

b. Improve the carrying capacity for sheep

3) Distribution of stock by riding, herding and salting

to give stands a chance to come in.

So much has been written concerning the detrimental

effects of grazing on reproduction that the beneficial effects

are usually "eclipsed." Probably reproduction has benefitted

more by grazing than the damage done to young trees by graz

ing. On many areas the grass, weeds and brush grow so thickly

that reproduction, especially in Western Yellow Pine, does

not have a chance to get to the soil to germinate. Yellow

Pine must be on soil so that its fast growing top root can

take advantage of all the moisture available. Removing this

obstacle not only prepares a seed-bed for reproduction, but

the forester is also paid for it in grazing fees. Another

very important function of stock, especially a band of sheep,

is the trampling effect after a good seed year. This tramp

ling acts in a way similar to a "seed drill." The brush is

grazed and beaten down and the seed has a much better chance

to get to the ground. It has been found that slopes from

creek canyons often have a heavy stand of Yellow Pine repro

duction due to the preparation of a seed-bed by sheep.

Probably the most important benefit grazing does for

the forest is the reduction of the fire hazard. During the

latter part of the summer the grass and brush on a forest be-



Figure **-. A ground fire went through this area about 12 years
ago (notice burned stump). Proper control of sheep by herd
ing and hauling water have made possible good, vigorous
Ponderosa Pine reproduction and a good stand of bunchgrass,
needlegrass, and a small amount of browse.
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come very dry and constitute a high fire hazard. Sheep eat

a great deal of this material and trample much of it to the

ground. Then, if a fire does start, there is not the chance

of the fire crowning, because the brush is further away from

the tree limbs. Also, when vegetation is packed down a

little, the fire never becomes as severe as when it is widely

separated and the wind gets a full sweep at it. It has also

been shown that this trampled vegetation holds from 2 to 5

times as much moisture as similar vegetation standing exposed

to the air.

In summaration, it might be said that grazing and the

production of timber go hand-in-hand if the stock is handled

properly, the distribution is good, the area is not over

stocked, the proper class of stock is on the range and too

early stocking is avoided. .Also, stock are beneficial to the

forest reproduction by preparing a seed-bed, trampling in the

seed and reducing the fire hazard.



Figure 3«". Forest reproduction, needlegrass, wheatgrass, and
bitterbrush growing symbiotically. Many rumors have been
spread that growing timber and grazing livestock are two
separate land uses, but the above picture clearly shows a range
in good condition and vigorous forest reproduction.

£3
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EROSION

So much has been written about erosion that it is hardly

necessary to go into any great detail of its far-reaching

effects. It occurs on lands which have been freed of their

vegetative cover; hence, water has no retarding agent and it

goes off rapidly, taking the valuable top soil with it. Water

is turned off the hills with such force that the lowlands are

in constant danger of floods and the deposition of soil from

above.

Erosion is usually classified into about four classifi

cations; namely, sheet erosion, shoestring erosion, guile- ero-

sion and wind erosion. Sheet erosion is the uniforx washing

away of the top soil; shoestring erosion is a network of

little riverlets; and finally, gulley erosion is character

ized by the deep cuts so familiar to everyone. Wind erosion,

as the name implies, is the removal of the top layer of soil

by wind.

The severity of erosion in any area is dependent upon

the steepness of slope, the rainfall, the type of soil and

most important, the vegetative cover. So many of our lands

are characterized by lack or total absence of the latter

that it is no wonder that one of our largest rivers carries

the top soil of a 100 acre farm past a point every hourJ

The remedies for erosion are based on three different

methods. /here erosion has become so Lad that gullying is
the result, mechanical means is about the only way to hold

the soil until vegetation can be established. Check dams

are built up and down the gullies and the soil fills in be-

8*



hind them. When the soil becomes built back enough a-

round the dams, vegetation may be established again and

reclaim the area. Another method on areas that are just

starting to erode is to leave the area alone (no grazing

or firing of the land) and give the area a chance to re

cover by itself. The first few years will see many in

ferior plants come in, but as time goes on the land will

return on an ecological basj.s.

Probably the methods receiving the most publicity at

the present time are the methods which actually plant Bo.,e

species of plant on the area. The problem has become so

pressing that research specialists looked for some plants

which would bind the soil and hold it in place in a mini

mum amount of time. At the present times grasses with

fast-spreading rhizomes and stolons, crawling vines, and

certain trees like black locust are the amin species in

use. Very good results have been gained with all three

types of plants, and also reseeding of native grass plants

has been successful where there is only a small amount of

sheet erosion.

But to summarize the prevention of erision on our

range lands the following rules might ue laid down;

1) Do not overgraze. Overgrazing is easily

recognized by disappearance of the most

palatable plants -and replacement by annuals

and poor perennials.
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2) Practice some system of deferred grazln .

3) See that livestock are controlled and dis

tributed properly.

4) Do not graze a range too early. The read

iness of a range may be determined by the

height and seed condition of the vegetation.

5) In extreme danger the area terrace and plant

the land. All stock should be excluded and

dams placed along the furrows to prevent

water from racing down the terrace furrow.

The pictures that follow show the whole story of

erosion so the reader may vizualize what the problem has

become in this day and age of intensive land use.
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The following pictures show how erosion starts. When

there is lack of vegetation on the ground, there is nothing

to hold the water from rushing down the slopes. Hence, the

valuable top soil is removed and placed where least desirable.

Many of our range lands have been denuded by poor land policies,

drought, and overstocking. Drastic measures are necessary or

much valuable soil will go to the sea in our swollen rivers.
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Figure 36, .

Figure J7 .
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The following pictures show the valuable top soil being

swept to areas which cannot use it. One of the major problems

of our erosion control is to keep this top soil on the most

productive sites. Erosion, in its early stages, can often be

checked by establishing some type of vegetation such as trees

or grass on the areas. When erosion becomes so great that

gullying has started, mechanical means of control (dams, brush,

etc. ) must he employed.
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Figure 4-1



Figure 4Z •

The final and terrible result of erosion--—worthless land.



Figure y-5 . Silt from the denuded hillsides has made this
reservoir worthless, Water-nower and machinery both suffer
from the removal of the soil.
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Figure **, Erosion in its most exaggerated
form.

Figure +?. in many instances forests alone
will not stop the flow of water. Sunplemental
vegetation in the form of grass, weeds, and
browse are highly desirable.
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Figure 4fc . This shows how bad erosion
can become. This area was a little
truck garden a few years ago.

Figure +7 . A woven wire
head of gully. This is
building back the soil.

fence at the
thig^ start of

si



Figure *8 . Reclamation of gullies by
using brush dams and planting black
locust trees.

Figure <f9. Saving land in very serious
condition by using crawling vines and sod-
forming grasses whick spread by rhizomes.
Immediate reclamation measures are often
necessary to prevent total loss of land.
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Poisonous Plants

The solution of the problem of poisonous plants on

the range is preventative measures rather than curative

measures. Our most poisonous plants have no specific

antidote. Each year there are ;nany losses due to poison

ing, but the last decade, education has helped to re

duce this loss about 60%,

The greatest problem in reducing the loss of atock

is still the lack of recognition of the plants themselves

and the knowledge of when the plant is poison (i.e. at

what season of the year). In Oregon 98^ of the stock

poisoned are caused the the following plants: 1) Water-

hemlock, 2) Death camas, 3) Larkspur, 4) Lupine, 5) Loco

weed, 6) C: ockecherry, and 7) Brackenfern. Hence, a re

cognition of the plant, the season of its aorsc s,

and the class of stock affected would summarize a practi

cal knowledge of poisonous plants.

1. Y/ater-hemlock poisonous to all kinds

of stock anytime. It is most common in

Me stern Oregon along creeks and moist

bottoms. The rootstock is the poisonous

part and is pullea up by stock with other

vegetation.

2. Death-camas poisonous to all kinds of

stock but sheep suffer the most losses.

they pull it up with other vegetation. It

is most poisonous in the spring and the
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whole plant is poisonous, especially the

bulb.

3. Larkspur poisonous only to cattle. The

whole plant is poisonous and the time of

worst damage is in the spring. One good

way to fee a field of larkspur is to run

sheep through it uefore putting in the

cattle.

4. Lupine poisonous only to sheep in the

fall. x'he mature seeds and pods are the

potent portion. Sheep should be hended a-

round areas of lupine when on the drive

in the fall.

5. Loco weed poisonous to all kinds of

stock at anytime. This plant has not

proved serious except in a few spots.

S. Ghokecherry poisonous to sneep only when

taken In large quantities and when the sheep

are not handled correctly. It makes a good

sheep browse when taicen in small quantities

but concentrations in old, hot burns

should be avoided (one Eastern Oregon oper

ator lost 5g0 fro.":, one uand in two gays

time!)

7. Bracken fern horses and cattle suffer the

most from the leaves. Although stock never

eat it in the fields, it is often taicen in
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hay. It is a proolem of Western Oregon.

The following pictures will serve the average person

for recognition. Technical descriptions often only con

fuse a person in the field.
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Figure so . The poison tuber of Water-hemlock.
This is our most deadly plant and is a comraon
inhabitant of our creek bottoms and swales of
Western Oregon. Stock often null up the roots
because of its moist-growing habit.
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Figure 5*/ . The flower and leaf form of Water-
hemlock.
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Figure, rz, . Death-camas. Although not a
palatable planty stock are often poieoied
because they get the plant while eating
other vegetation.
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Figure H . Low Larkspur. This little fellow
is very numerous on the spring ranges and
mountain meadows of Eastern Oregon. One
method of range management is to run a band
of sheep over the area to clean up the
larkspur and then turn cattle on the range.
Larkspur is only poisonous to cattle.



Figure S>. Tall Larkspur. This is the
common Western Oregon variety and
poisonous to cattle only.
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Figure *f. Lunine (Ljrpinus ep.), The mature
pods and seeds are the poisonous parts of
this plant. Tn the spring the nlant makes
excellent feed, but the sheepmen must be care-
ful in the fall to keep their animals away
from it.
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Figure ^fe. Purple loco weed (Astragalus sp.). This plant
and its associates are the ones responsible for the "locoed"
animals.



Figure ^7. Chokecherry. This nlant (a small
tree) bothers sheep if they are allowed to fill
up on it.
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Figure S8 , Common Bracken Fern. This is
j^often in hay cut in the area west of the
Cascades.
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Rodents and Insects

Rodent damage on much of the range under National

Forest Administration is very bad. Some mountain meadows

have been ruined oy the creatures, and in areas of Cali

fornia it is estimated that the Kangaroo rats take as

much forage as the stock itself J

Before any iction should be taken on rodents a cen

sus should je taken to see if the concentration is worth

eliminating. Rodent pressure is determined by several

methods, all of which are hard to apply in practical use,

but might be mentioned uecause a field man is often called

upon to make a rodent study:

1. By sight (a poor method because it is long

and painstaking).

2. By trapping

3. Poison bait spot count (trie area is poisoned

anu the number of kill is counted in a small

area and applied to the total area)

4. Acre list count (the number of holes on a

sample area are counted and applied to the

whole area)

5. By the effects on the amounts of vegetation

on acres by:

a. Rodents alone

b. Protected, from rodents and stock

c. Used both by rodents and stock
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Any system of control that is initiated must be car

ried on on a large scale oasis uecause if you get rid o f

a small area of the pests they will be back on the area

in one season. The best remedy found so far is by poison

ing with a strychnine poison.

Our worst enemies are Ljrounu aquirrels and pocket

grophers. The following methods ane recommended;

1. Ground aquirrels 2oz. of strychnine

alkaloid, 3 teaspoons of flour and,

1 teaspoon of saccharine; and then mix

with three ;,allons of barley or oats.

The poisoned grain is then scattered a

teaspoon full at a time -long the runways.

2. Pocket gophers 1/8 oz. of str7/-chnine

alkaloid ground together with l/lO oz.

of sacchrine; this mixture sifted evenly

ov,r ciced sweet pot .toes, carrots, or

parsnips. The runways are located by a

stick into the ground at interval^. Then

a piece of poisoned bait is dropped in th e

hole ana covered over. Snakes and owls

should be protected as their diets consist

mainly of gophers.
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artificial Reseeding of Grazing Areas

The first point to consider in any discussion of re

seeding is that it should never he employed when grass

can be kept on the area by deferred or rotation grazing.

Reseeding has its place only on lanas where the ran e has

been seriously mistreated. Often these overgrazed lands

will t ..ice thirty to fifty years to return to the climax

species again. In conjunction with denudation by over

grazing is the fire menace. Many lands have oeen strip

ped of their forage by fire and many years will be re

quired to bring them back; hence, reseeding has a place

here.The reason the Forest Service is so interested in

reseeding operations is that they must save their ranges

from any harder use than is necessary. As was stated

before in this text, one of the big points of friction

between the Forest Service and the private operator is

the time of entrance on the forest ana the time of leav

ing the forest. To clarify the picture a little, the

following graph shows the cycle of a livestock outfit in

Eastern Oregon:

Jan. Feb. Mar. Aj?r« hay June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec

on

feed
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With competition in the ran_;e industry and the current

existence of range depletion the problem is the management

of B and D in correlation with C. as it will take many

years to bring back the ranges naturally and the carryir

capacity somewhere in B, C, or D must he increased to meet

market conditions or at least alleviate the pressure, re

seeding has been given much thought.

The Forest Service is faced with two orinciple prob

lem areas in reseeding. One is the mountain meadows on

the forest and especially mountain meadows waived to the

Service from year to year by private parties for land blocked

up elsewhere. Often these meadows have received serious

degeneration in the past, and even on some of the more moist

sites, there is only weeds and a few low-growing sod-farmers.

With these meadows -under a more Intensive mana :ement plan,

it is necessary that they produce their full carrying cap

acity. The other type of reseeding is the new lands brought

under forest administration which are old cultivated lands

or sagebrush and Juniper areas.

On these mountain meadows a hardy grass (one that

can withstand grazing ana cola temperature) or ;rasses

are necessary. Sowing seed in mixture has proven the best

practice because grasses can be used that mature at dif

ferent times and, hence, can meet the varied needs as the

progresses. For mountain meadows are a mixture of brome-

grass, Kentucky bluegrass or Canada bluegrass, redtop,

and timothy (with 2-3 pounds of white or alsike clover to



maintain soil conditions) in the ratio of 3: 2: 1: 3

respectively. Usually 10 to 15 poinds per acre are sown

by broadcast sowing. Then sheep are used to "drill" the

seed in. Fall sov Ing has proven the "best in most in

stances, but early spring sowing can also be used. The

main point in getting the grass started is that there be

plenty of moisture. On very wet meadows redtop, timothy,

and alsike clover in the ratio of 2|- ; l|~: 1 with a

total of 15 to 20 pounds per acre has oeen satisfactory.

A brush or peg harrow can often be used to advantage to

;o over the area after seeding. The costs average between

three and four dollars per acre.

A special problem of mountain meadows at a lower

elevation is the dominance of sagebrush on the misused

meadow. The reason this sagebrush has come in so heavily

is that the palatable grasses have been eaten out, and

the more unpalatable sagebrus: taken the area over.

Alt iming has been discredited in many instances,

studies tend to d ow that this type of area may be the

exception. In Utah successful experiments show that the

burning off of tv is sagebrush and the reseeding to Slender

eat grass, Bulbous bluegrass, brome grass, and a little

yellow clover is a highly feasible way to bring these

retrogressed areas Pack into productivity^ The other

type of land that the Forest Service encounters are these

low areas on the margins of the forests and some abandoned
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farm lands. Many of these areas are spring-fall range

and the demand is for an earlier maturing grass that

can withstand hard usa ;e. It happens that such a grass

was found in the high arid plateaus of Siberia and is

called Crested wheatgrass. Its introduction into this

country has ,;een hi hly successful. It seems to take to

the dry conaitions especially '..ell on abandoned lands*

It is a fast grower, can stand very heavy grazin ;, and

studies show that it proauces more meat peranimal than

any range grass known in Western United States. Its

future looks exceptionally bright and seeding in quantity

has just igun in the last few years. Late fall or early

spring seeding with 4 to 5 pounds per acre and drilled in

en possible seem to be the uest practices in introducing

the grass to an area. Grazing must be kept off the year-

old stand because stock can easily pull it up. It would

be impractical to reseeu areas which could not be con

trolled. On the rockier and drier slopes another grass

called Bulbous bluegrass is proving very successful. It

is broadcast seeded and drilled in oy stock when possible.

Both these grasses are very early maturing ana, therefore,

ly desirable for spring-f .11 range reseedin .

Another practice that has net it; some access is

the inclusion of grass and clover seed in the cropland

seeding. Then in the fall, after the grass and clover

have been protected during the summer, the grain is har

vested. This area now makes a good pasture for stock in
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the fall (this is known as "aftermath utilization" of

cropland). It must ue kept in mind at all times that

the more an operator keeps off feea and can still maintain

his ran e in a productive state, the "more economically

he can operate.

Hence, if, uy careful cost analysis an agency can

profit more in the long run uy reseeding, it is best to

look into the practices and methods of this form of range

i provement.

(Airplane reseedin.; will be discussed later in

this text).
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Figure S3, Coyote control is essential on many of our Western
ranges. The above picture shows some of the animals caught by
a government trapper through the years. The coyote has be
come particularly bad in many areas because drought conditions
have forced him off the high desert, where his foods were
chiefly rodents. With the near extinction of the Jack rabbit
due to a parasite the coyote has moved in on the sheepman.
One Eastern Oregon operator reported a loss of 500 lambs in
one year due to coyote damage.
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PREDATOR. . . ...,L QjiiJROL

Predatory animals in Oregon consist mainly of moun

tain lions, bobcats, and coyotes. The damage done by the

former is insignificant, and they can easily he kept under

control by trapping, hunting with dogs, and shooting.

The coyote , however, has proved himself a great menace

in many places. One operator near Burns, Oregon lost

500 lambs from coyote damage in one season! Figuring the

average lamb to be worth |4, one can see where the profit

for the year went. The coyote situation has become especi

ally had in the drought years because the animal has been

forced from the high desert regions into the ranch and

forest areas for food and water. The jack rabbit, which

comprised the major portion of the coyote diet, has ueen

practically exterminated uj parasites. Where else could

the coyote go? The result has been that he has moved in

on the ranches and has become more cunning as time went

on in his association with man. Cattlemen usually welcome

him as he keeps down the rodents, but sheepmen are in con

st int dread of bis aeathly work.

The United States Biological Survey handles the

coyote control on government lands in Oregon with Forest

Service and state dooperation. When stockmen organize

and supply material, the government will furnish the
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technical help and poison. Often the fee is \£ per head

of sheep for each cooperation; stockman.

There are two practices that have ueen used in coyote

control:

1. The Bounty system—This system has received

much discredit because fraud is so easily

applied. A trapper will go where the

coyotes are the thickest to get as many

scalps as possible, but often the areas

of thickest concentration are not the areas

of worst damage. Also the scalp and ears

of a coyote have not proved enough of the

animal to show. One fellow in hashington

made himself a mold and constructed "ears

and scalp" from the .hole hide' The bounty

system would be all right if the Federal

Government handled the uounties on a uni

form basis or the whole animal was re

quired to be shown, but so far little

progress has been made along that line.

2. The Hunter system—This system has been

proved the best and is in use now. A

salaried hunter is placed in an area,

and he is not allowed to keep his pelts

or anything. He can be placed in localities

of the greatest need, and number of coyotes

caught is not taken as a measuring stick
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of the work.

The methods of destruction of coyotes are: 1)

trapping, 2) poisoning, 3) digging our dens, and 4) shoot

ing (for "wise" coyotes), fhe first two methods are the

most practical and can be described in detail:

1. Trapping Coyotes usually go in runs

so set alongside of trails with the bait

2.

across the trap such as this;

.- Bti*r
"7V*p trof

Or often this set proves satisfactory:

Tr»p

*rr*t

This last set will often get )im if he

circles the bait.

Poisoning Trapping is not enough of a

control in highly infested areas so poison

ing must also ;e used. Trapping is -;ood

when the pelts are used; but if straight

damage reduction is the objective, poison

ing must be used. The followina method is

recommended:

a. Beef suet run t rou^h a meat grinder

b. Two grains of powdered strychnine

alkaloid in gelatin capsules. Cap

sules should be wiped or dipped in
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alcohol to remove any bitter surface

•

strychnine,

c. Use a piece of bamboo stick (or a piece

of pipe about 7/8 inch long ana -|- inch-

wide to make pellets.

Use bamboo as a mold and force a hole into the

suet with a little stick. Then insert the capsule

and roll it into a water-proof ball. Allow to stand

for 48 hours or more to get rid of the human scent

and then never touch it again. Wrap in wax paper

and take into the field. Put out the poison after

breaking camp and take your dogs with you. Try and

place bait along "runs", if possible.
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SPEC Lub ..:, u'^g, OhE-iJil PROr^.j. S

There are two types of range land in western Oregon

With which the forester ml ;ht come in contact. There are

the natural grass areas in Southwestern Oregon. These

areas can be handled on a management basis as outlined

in the text. But by far the big est problem from not

only the grazing angle but from the land planning basis

is the extent of millions of acres of logged-off land.

Throughout the whole region the problem is a very

complex one. Aie timber has been logged off, ana the land

ich will not return another income for aecac.es has been

lot :o by private owners for the taxes. As a result these

many counties have large oodles of these lands on their

hands and there is absolutely no revenue commin in from

them. The taxable timber has been removed ana an operator

has no incentive to hold the lands further.

It seemed logical that this area, definitely a timber-

land area, could be made to return a revenue from grazin .

So many of the acres have been leased for that purpose.

But logged-off land, as done in the Douglas Fir region,

is what might be termed a "concentrated mess" (due mainly

to the high-dead logging), and the countries have been

interested in getting some tangible value fro:, the land.

As the area is one of auundant rainfall, maturully reseed

ing of grass on such lands was considered. Looking, at
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the picture in a theoretical light both the forester and

the county co la work together to place this land back

into productivity. Then when timber was again established

on the area, it could be placed on sustained management.

In fact, the condition of having this Ian a in public

ownership makes the possibility even more feasible^

But the problem is- to fain some sort of revenue on

this land until timber can again form a paying stan< .

The time i ;ht be from 10 to 15 years, but there must be

some return to carry these lanas along. So far the one

of the mo-t logical answers is the reseeding of suitable

grasses. Two experimental areas have oeen set up, one in

Clatsop County and one in Southwestern Oregon (Yellow

Creek). These places are experimenting on the best

grasses to sow to the area. As yet, the"; are not making

provision for the reforestation of this area in Clatsop

County, but there is hope that in the future the counties

..ill see that the land is primarily forest land and grass

can only be a supplemental, financing crop. If experiments

show that this land can be more productive economically

in grass than in timber, then there will oe a very revo

lutionary process in our handling of lands. But only

future studies on a longtime basis can deters,ine this

question.

In Clatsop ^ounty, on the experimental area, many

different grasses are beelng tried and in all possible

mistures. The grasses include Italian rye-grass, orchard
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grass, Kentucky bluegrass, Timothy, Reed canary-grass,

Chewings fescue, and Astoria and Highland bent grasses.

Usually there is some sweet clover mixed in to maintain

soil conditions. So far the mixture of rye-grass, Chew

ing's fescue, a bent grass, orchard grass, ana white clover

seem to be the most efficient. This land was all sown

by hand at a cost of from $2 to $4 per acre for seed and

labor. The seeding was aone in the fall on burned-over

land. At present the areas, in places, will be able to

support a cow a year (an animal unit) for every ten to

twelve acres which is very pod for any grassland.

Future studies on the Clatsop county land will be very

interesting to watch as the experiment progresses.

In Southwestern Oregon a far-sighted operator found

the costs of reseeding a thousand acres of logged-off

land would be very large if done by hand. So he was

determined to try airplanes for reseeding of this land.

Seed was placed in a hopper and the pilot was guided

by flags on the ground. At 500 feet he had a 90 foot

spread of seed, ana it only took five hours to reseed

this area ana the cost of reseeaing was only 40^ per

acre, or 1/3 the cost of hand reseeding. hence, a new

method was developed and several tracts of logged-off

land have been successfully reseeded. (See pictures

in the rear of the text). As most of these logged-off

lands are burned over, the unsettled ashes mane an

ideal fall seed bed. Species used with success so far

in Southwestern Oregon are rye-grasses, Highland bent
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grass, Chewing's fescue, and clover. The total cost per

acre for many of the airplane-seeded areas has ;;een as

low as $1.60 per acre.

In summation it might be said that the idle land

in the hands of the counties and producing no revenue

has become one of the most perplexing land use proolems.

From the ^orester's angle, Charles Lord, graduate student

in Forestry who has made a detailed study of forest re

production in the Douglas Fir type, feels that if fire

and brush are kept out of areas for a few years until

reproduction can be established, the forests will withhold

their own and finally ,eat out the competition vegetation.

A suggested method is to seed to grasses,establish seed

lings by silvicultural system with suplemental planting,

graze until the timber gets a start, and then place these

lands on a management plan. In this way grazing co ild

"pay the way" for the land until the timber coula take

the "revenue load" over. are Is still much research

to be cone upon the .ost profitaule use of these lands,

and the results of these studies will concern ooth foresters

and grazin ; men.
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Figures 6<?, 6/ , and 62, The following pictures show one

of the greatest land problems in Western Oregon. These lands

have been logged off and turned back to the counties for

taxes. What is to he done with them to produce a revenue?

One of the answers has been to use the land for grazing,

V/hether this use of the land is correct is still debatable

and much further research is necessary.
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Figure bl ,

Figure (*z .
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Figures 63, 6-f, and *K These following pictures show

husky ewes that are grazing in some of our typical logged-

off land in Southwestern Oregon. Even though they have just

been sheared, they are in a good healthy condition. Fotice

that the many down logs do not bother the animals in the least.
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Figures 66, 67, 6,8, and 65. Much has been done in the last

few years toward the advancement of range management, but

one of the most spectacular methods of bringing forage to

denuded lands has been by airplane. Figure 66 shows the land

as it lays, practically worthless, with only a few grasses

and annual weeds on it. Figure 67 gives a bird's eye view of

the Yellow Creek experimental area for airplane reseeding

looking to the north. Figures 66 and 69 show the results

after two and three years on some of the areas. As to the

merits of the method for some localities, the pictures can

tell the story. The species that have been used have been

mixtures of Chewing's fescue, oatgrasses, orchard grass,

bent grasses, and a species of clover. Much research is yet

to be done to correlate the timber-growing on this land with

the grazing. This land is ecologically timberland and whether

forage can be kept on it or should he kept on It is a matter

of increasing controversy.
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Figure &6 .

Figure 6 7 ,
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Figure 66 .

Figure 69 .
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